PRO BONO
LEGAL HELP
FOR UKRAINIAN
REFUGEES
In response to the situation in Ukraine, we established UA.SUPPORT – linking help, a platform that links
Ukrainian refugees requesting legal help in different countries with volunteer lawyers who joined the
platform in order to help them pro bono. However, we need support to continue providing a legal space
where more volunteer lawyers and those in need can meet.
Currently, we have volunteer lawyers across 20 countries who have joined the project in just over a few
weeks. They already handled hundreds of requests from refugees. A number of lawyer’s bar associations
already officially recognized us, or expressed support for our call, and more is yet to come. International
legal organizations (International Young Lawyers’ Association—AIJA, PILNet) are already in touch with us.
The Ukrainian embassy in the Czech Republic, the Amera International website, and others are listing us.
The project is operated by and entirely funded through donations to the independent non-profit NGO
AgiLawyer Society z.s. All sums collected are used to cover the expenses of UA.SUPPORT such as
salaries of Ukrainian refugees involved in the project (attorneys, IT experts, specialists, etc.), training for
volunteer lawyers, and further development of the project from a technical, business, and human
perspective.
There are three ways how to support us:
●

●

●

Contribute financially: In exchange for your generous support, we would like to let the world
know about your organization through our network and our partnerships. You can directly donate
via the website of AgiLawyer Society, or let us know directly via email so that we can discuss the
benefits and visibility we can offer you.
Join our efforts as a volunteer lawyer: Join the project via our website at UA.SUPPORT.
Following a rapid vetting process, you will be able to choose the cases you wish to handle, in light
of your experience and capacity.
Spread the word about us: You can acknowledge us and raise awareness about the Platform. The
more people who know about us, the more our network will grow and the more assistance we will
receive. For instance, you could post a link to UA.SUPPORT on your website, post information
about us on social media, or share this information with your members.

For more information:
Visit us
www.ua.support

Email us
info@ua.support

